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ABSTRACT

Different beam patterns can be generated by imposing dif-
ferent weights and phases to the elements of a phased array.
Wide beam patterns are essential for many applications from
various fields such as military and telecommunications. In
this work, we propose two different approaches for generat-
ing wide beam patterns having high power levels. In the first
approach, the problem is modelled as a second order cone
program (SOCP). In this model, the antenna weights are the
optimization parameters. The global optimal solution to this
model can be achieved by any SOCP solver. In the other ap-
proach, all the antenna elements are assumed to work at the
same power level. By choosing only the element phases as
the optimization parameters, a non-convex optimization prob-
lem is constructed. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is em-
ployed for finding the best solution. Experiments show that,
both methods have similar performances for generating wide
beam patterns with high effective radiated powers (ERP). It is
observed that, SOCP based method suppressed the beam pat-
tern in the undesired azimuth interval more effectively, since
its optimization parameters are chosen from a larger search
space. However, along with the phase shifters, it requires in-
serting transducers into the system hardware.

Index Terms— beam pattern, SOCP, PSO, ERP

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic beam shaping and steering properties of phased
array antennas make them very popular for many transmit-
ting/receiving systems [1]. By changing the element weights,
beam patterns with arbitrary shapes can be generated [1, 2].
The desired beam pattern is application dependent. For in-
stance, while a narrow beam width with reduced side lobe
levels is essential for a tracking radar, a search radar may re-
quire wide beam width to increase the area of its range cell in
azimuth or elevation.

For linear phased arrays, the literature is very dense for
narrow beam pattern synthesis with reduced side lobe lev-
els by tuning the antenna weights [1, 2, 3]. The simple rela-
tionship based on the Fourier transform between the antenna
weights and the corresponding beam pattern enables using an
FIR filter design approach for the problem [4]. For generating

Fig. 1. Linear antenna array.
wide beam patterns with rectangular shapes, antenna weights
can simply be chosen from samples of a sinc function [2].
However, the resulting effective radiated power (ERP) in the
desired azimuth interval becomes small.

In this work, we propose two different approaches for
generating wide beam patterns for linear antenna arrays. For
a given azimuth interval [!̄1, !̄2], we optimize the antenna
element weights such the resulting pattern is localized in
[!̄1, !̄2] with uniform power distribution and suppressed out-
side [!̄1, !̄2]. In both approaches, our design criteria is: 1)
The beam pattern should have as much energy as possible in
[!̄1, !̄2]; 2) The beam pattern should have as minimum energy
as possible outside[!̄1, !̄2]; 3) The power pattern should be as
flat as possible in [!̄1, !̄2]. While the first and the second cri-
teria impose localization of the beam energy in [!̄1, !̄2], the
third criteria forces the beam pattern to have a uniform power
distribution in [!̄1, !̄2]. In the first approach, the problem is
modelled as a quadratically constrained quadratic problem
(QCQP), which has convex quadratic cost function and con-
vex quadratic constraints. Then, it is converted to a second
order cone problem (SOCP) in order to solve it at the global
optimum point [5]. To satisfy high energy criteria, an itera-
tive procedure is utilized. The resulting antenna weights are
complex, which requires transducers and phase shifters in the
system hardware.

In the second approach, in order to obtain a high power
beam and simplify the antenna hardware by eliminating the
need for transducers, the optimization parameters are chosen
as the antenna phases. However, the constructed optimization
problem is non-convex and has many local minimums. To
solve this optimization problem, Particle Swarm Optimiza-
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Fig. 2. Normalized magnitude of the spatial mask M(!) for
azimuth interval [!̄1, !̄2] = [!30, 30] degrees.
tion (PSO) is utilized [6].

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section-2,
problem definition is given. In Section-3, the first approach
is detailed. In Section-4, the second approach is explained.
Results and comparisons are given in Section-5. Finally, con-
cluding remarks are provided in Section-6.

Through out the paper, bold characters will be used for
vectors/matrices. The operators (.)T and (.)H will denote
vector/matrix transposition and hermitian operations, respec-
tively. Complex numbers will be expressed by using the j ="
!1 definition.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider the linear antenna array of N elements shown in
Fig-1. Here, the antenna element locations are given by yn =
(n ! (N ! 1))d, n = 0, 1, .., N ! 1 where d is the element
spacing. Let wn denote the complex weight of the nth antenna
element, which can be implemented by a transducer and a
phase shifter. Then, the beam pattern generated by the phased
array is given by

B(",!) =
N!1!

n=0

wnVn(",!) , " # [o,#], ! # [#,#] (1)

where Vn(",!) = exp{j2# yn

! sin(") sin (!)}, $ denotes the
wavelength and !, " are the azimuth and elevation angles, re-
spectively. For a certain elevation angle "̄ and given azimuth
interval [!̄1, !̄2] (!#/2 $ !̄1 < !̄2 $ #/2), a power pattern
|B(",!)|2 that is localized inside [!̄1, !̄2] with a uniform dis-
tribution and suppressed outside of it by using the complex
antenna weights wn, is to be generated . Also, high ERP in
[!̄1, !̄2] interval is desired. ERP is defined as

ERP (",!) = PT
|B(",!)|2

1
4"

""

0

""
!"

|B(",!)|2 sin(")d"d!
(2)

where PT =
N!1#
n=0

|wn|2 is the total antenna power. Through

out this paper, it will be assumed that maximum allowed ele-
ment power is 1 Watt, i.e. |wn|2 $ 1 %n. From now on, with-
out loss of generality, the elevation angle will be set to "̄ =

Algorithm 1 Optimal Antenna Weight Selection with Itera-
tive Phase Adaptation

1: %Initializations
2: i & 0
3: %i(!) = 0, ! # [!#,#]
4: ŵi(n) = 1/

"
2 n = 1, 2, .., 2N

5: %Phase Adaptation
6: Find optimal coefficient vector ŵi by solving (6)
7: Bi(!) = Vp(!)ŵi + jVq(!)ŵi

8: %i+1(!) = !Bi(!)
9: i & i+ 1

10: if 'wi !wi!1'2 $ & then
11: Terminate iterations
12: else
13: Return to 6
14: end if

#/2 and the " dependence in beam pattern will be dropped.

3. WIDE BEAM SYNTHESIS BY USING SECOND
ORDER CONE PROGRAMMING

To impose a shape to the beam pattern B(!), consider the
following cost function

J1 =

$ +"

!"
|B(!)! 'M(!) exp{j%(!)}|2d! (3)

where M(!) is the magnitude, %(!) is the phase and ' > 0
is the amplitude of the spatial mask in azimuth. Forming this
mask will be detailed in the next subsections. To ease the
notation, the following definitions are made:
w = [w0, w1, .., wN!1]T , wR = ({w}, wI = ){w},
ŵ = [wR;wI ], V(!) = [V0(!), V1(!), .., VN!1(!)],
Vp(!) = [({V(!)},!){V(!)}],
Vq(!) = [){V(!)}, Re{V(!)}],
MR(!) = ({'M(!) exp{j%(!)}},
MI(!) = ){'M(!) exp{j%(!)}}.
Here ({.} and ){.} are the operators which return the real
and imaginer parts of their arguments, respectively. The cost
function in (3) can be written by:

J1 = ŵTPŵ + 2qT ŵ (4)
where P =

" %
VT

p (!)Vp(!) +VT
q (!)Vq(!)

&
d! and qT ="

(Vp(!)MR(!) +Vq(!)MI(!)) d!. The power constraint
|wn|2 $ 1 %n can be restated as ŵ(n + 1)2 + ŵ(n + 1 +
N)2 $ 1 %n in terms of the new variable vector ŵ. Then, the
following optimization problem is constructed:

P1 : min
ŵ

ŵTPŵ + 2qT ŵ

s.t. ŵ(n+ 1)2 + ŵ(n+ 1 +N)2 $ 1 %n . (5)
This is a quadratically constrained quadratic problem (QCQP)
and can be solved at the global optimum point by transform-
ing it into a second order cone program (SOCP) [5]:

P2 : min
ŵ,t

t+ 2qT ŵ

s.t: 'Aŵ'2 $ t

'Anŵ' $ 1 %n = 0, 1, .., N ! 1 . (6)
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where A is the matrix such that AAH = P and An is a
2N*2N matrix composed of all zeros except An(n+1, n+
1) = 1,An(n + 1 +N,n + 1 +N) = 1. This optimization
problem has linear cost function, a rotated cone constraint and
a second order cone constraint. It can be solved by any SOCP
solver at the global optimum point. In this work we used
SEDUMI [7].

3.1. Selection of Magnitude of the Spatial Mask

The desired normalized power pattern shape is 1 in [!̄1, !̄2]
interval and 0 elsewhere. Then the magnitude of the normal-
ized spatial mask should be chosen as a rectangular function
with its non-zero region [!̄1, !̄2]. Since zero-one transition
of a rectangular window is very strict, a smoother window
function can be used. In this work, we used a raised cosine
window given by:

H(!) =

'
(()

((*

1 if |!| $ 1!#
2T ,

1
2

+
1 + cos("T# (|!|! 1!#

2T ))
,

if 1!#
2T < ! < 1+#

2T

0 else
(7)

where, T = 1
2($̄2!$̄1)

, ( is the smoothness parameter, which
was typically chosen as ( = 0.3 in this work. Since B(!) =
B(# ! !) %! # [0,#/2] and B(!) = B(!# ! !) %! #
[!#/2, 0], M(!) can be chosen as

M(!) = H(!) +H(# ! !) +H(!# ! !) . (8)
In Fig.2, the magnitude of the spatial mask M(!) for [!̄1, !̄2] =
[!30, 30] degrees interval is shown.

3.2. Selection of Phase of the Spatial Mask

Although the magnitude of the mask is available as explained
in the previous subsection, an appropriate phase %(!) should
be chosen to minimize the cost function given in (3). To find
the most appropriate phase, an iterative phase adaptation pro-
cedure given in Algorithm-1 is used [8]. First zero phase is
assigned to the mask and the optimization problem in (6) is
solved. Once the optimal coefficient vector ŵ is found, the
beam pattern B(!) is calculated. Then, its phase is assigned
to the mask and the optimization problem in (6) is resolved.
Iterations are terminated when the normalized distance be-
tween the coefficient vectors found in two consecutive itera-
tions, i.e., 'ŵi!ŵi!1'/(2N) is less than a predefined thresh-
old &, which was typically chosen as & = 0.01. This phase
adaptation method is detailed in Algorithm-1.

3.3. Achieving High ERP

Since P2 doesn’t include any constraint imposing high ERP
to the antenna weights, for a low choice of spatial mask
amplitude ', the optimal coefficient vector ŵ returned by
Algorithm-1 provides a perfect fit to the spatial mask. How-
ever, the total antenna power 'ŵ'2 is small. If a very large
' is selected, the power pattern has high ripples in [!̄1, !̄2]

Algorithm 2 Optimal Antenna Weight Selection with High
ERP

1: %Initializations
2: j & 0
3: ' & '0

4: %Iterative Antenna Weight Selection with High ERP
5: Run Algorithm-1, find optimal antenna weight vector ŵ
6: Calculate |B(!)|2
7: if | max

$̄1"$"$̄2

{|B(!)|2}! min
$̄1"$"$̄2

{|B(!)|2}| < ) then

8: ' & '+*'
9: Return to 5

10: else
11: Terminate iterations
12: end if

region. To achieve high ERP, while perceiving low ripples
in [!̄1, !̄2] region, we start with a low ' value and iteratively
increase it. When the maximum amplitude difference of
|B(!)|2 in [!̄1, !̄2] is higher than a threshold ), which was
typically chosen as ) = 4dB, the iterations are terminated
and the optimal coefficient vector of the previous iteration is
returned. Details of this method is provided in Algorithm-2

4. WIDE BEAM SYNTHESIS VIA SWARM
INTELLIGENCE

In this approach, to achieve high ERP, we force the antenna
elements to work with full power. The complex antenna
weights are modelled as wn = exp{j(n} and the beam pat-
tern is given by B(!) =

#N!1
n=0 exp{j(n}Vn(!). Note that,

with this model only the antenna phases (n, n = 0, 1, .., N!1
will be optimized. Consider the following cost function:

J2 =

$ "

!"
[|B(!)|! 'M(!)]2 d (9)

where M(!) is the magnitude of the normalized spatial mask
shown in Fig.2 and ' is its amplitude level. By this cost
function definition, the magnitude square of the difference be-
tween the magnitude of the beam pattern and the spatial mask
will be minimized. The following optimization problem is
constructed:

P3 : min
%;!

$ "

!"
[|B(!)|! 'M(!)]2 d! (10)

where ! = [(0,(1, ..,(N!1]. Note that, the mask amplitude
' is an optimization parameter. However, since ' has linear
relation with |B(!)|, its optimal value in least squares sense
can be found as a function of !:

'̃(!) =

"$

!"

|B(!)|M(!)d!/

$ "

!"
M(!)2d! (11)

Then the optimization problem P3 takes the following form:

P4 : min
!

$ "

!"
[|B(!)|! '̃(!)M(!)]2 d! (12)

The optimal solution of P4 provides the best fit to the spa-
tial mask in terms of minimizing the magnitude square of the
error |B(!)| ! '̃(!)M(!). Since the magnitudes of antenna
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weights are all 1, high ERP criteria is also achieved. How-
ever, to impose uniform power distribution to the beam pat-
tern in [!̄1, !̄2] interval, the maximum deviation of |B(!)|2
in [!̄1, !̄2] should be penalized. To overcome this problem, a
penalty term is appended to P4 and a new optimization prob-
lem is constructed:

P5 : min
!

$

!p

[|B(!)|! '̃(!)M(!)]2 d!/(!̄2 ! !̄1)

+ $

$

!q

[|B(!)|! '̃(!)M(!)]2 d!/(!̄2 ! !̄1)

+ (1! $)

-
max

$̄1"$"$̄2

{|B(!)|2}! min
$̄1"$"$̄2

{|B(!)|2}
.

(13)
where !p = [!#/2, !̄1) + (!̄2,#/2], !q = [!̄1, !̄2]. While
the first and second term in P5 controls the adaptation to the
spatial mask, third term controls the maximum deviation of
the power pattern in !q region and $ is the trade off parameter
between the second and the third term, which was typically
chosen as $ = 0.7 in this work.

4.1. Particle Swarm Optimization

The cost function of P5 is non-convex, has a very compli-
cated structure and includes multiple local minimums. As
a result gradient-descent based solvers would not yield reli-
able solutions, since their performance highly depends on the
provided initialization points. To solve P5, we used particle
swarm optimization (PSO).

PSO is a very famous optimization technique used for
minimizing non-convex functions [6]. Since the algorithm
is very easy to implement, it has been used by researchers
from various fields. In this algorithm, first, particles are ran-
domly distributed to the solution space. Then, cost function
is evaluated for each particle and location of each particle is
updated such that all of the particles are moved towards the
specific particle for which the cost function takes the lowest
value. Cost function is reevaluate and location update is reper-
formed. Iterations are terminated when a predefined maxi-
mum allowed iteration number is achieved. Details of PSO
algorithm adapted to our problem is given in Algorithm-3.

5. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Performance of the proposed two methods were tested and
compared by generating beam patterns with different beam
widths. The simulations were performed for N = 18 lin-
ear antenna elements located on y axis as shown in Fig.1.
The ratio of the element spacing to the wavelength was set to
d/$ = 0.479. Once the optimal antenna weights were found,
the corresponding ERPs given in (2) were computed.

For the first experiment, the azimuth interval was selected
as [!̄1, !̄2] = [!10, 10] degrees to generate a beam pattern
with 20 degrees beam width in azimuth. The elevation an-
gle "̄ = #/2 cut of the ERPs computed from the antenna

Algorithm 3 Particle Swarm Optimization for Antenna Phase
Selection

1: %Definitions
2: %Nd: dimension of the search space
3: %Np: number of particles
4: %J(.): cost function given in (13)
5: %xi

k # RNb#1: Location of the kth particle in the search
space at the ith iteration

6: %vi
k # RNb#1: Velocity of the kth particle in the search

space at the ith iteration
7: %pk # RNb#1:Location of the kth particle in the search

space for which the cost function took its minimum value
untill the current iteration

8: %Jp
k : Value of the cost function at pk

9: %g # RNb#1: Particle location for which the cost func-
tion took its minimum value until the current iteration

10: %Jg: Value of the cost function at g
11: %N i: Iteration number
12: %Initialization
13: i & 0
14: xi

k = rand(Np, 1)* 2# ! #
15: vi

k = rand(Np, 1)
16: Jp

k = ,, k = 1, 2, .., Np

17: Jg = ,
18: %PSO iterations
19: while i < Ni do
20: for k = 1 : Np do
21: if J(xi

k) < Jp
k &! # - xi

k - # then
22: pk & xi

k
23: Jp

k & J(xi
k)

24: end if
25: if J(pk) < Jg then
26: g & pk

27: Jg & J(pk)
28: end if
29: end for
30: for k = 1 : Np do
31: vi+1

k = 0.72984 * [vi
k + 2.05 * rand(Nb, 1)(pk !

xi
k) + 2.05* rand(Nb, 1)(g ! xi

k)]
32: xi+1

k = xi
k + vi+1

k
33: end for
34: i & i+ 1
35: end while

weights returned by the first (SOCP based-blue) and the sec-
ond (PSO based-red) method are plotted in Fig.3. Also, for
comparison purposes, the "̄ = #/2 cut of the ERPs of the
narrow beam (B1-black) generated by setting all the antenna
weights to 1 and large beam(B2-green) generated by setting
only the first two antenna weights to 1, remaining ones to 0
are provided. As observed, both methods performed similarly
and successfully generated the desired beam patterns. It is re-
ported that achieved total antenna power for the first method
was 'w'2 = 17.9 Watts (For the second method, 'w'2 = 18
Watts, since it uses only the antenna phases).
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Fig. 3. "̄ = #/2 cut of ERP computed for the beam patterns
generated by SOCP (blue) and PSO based (red) methods for
[!̄1, !̄2, ] = [!10, 10] degrees interval. High ERP narrow
beam (B1-black) and low ERP wide beam (B2-green) are also
provided.
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Fig. 4. "̄ = #/2 cut of ERP computed for the beam patterns
generated by SOCP (blue) and PSO based (red) methods for
[!̄1, !̄2, ] = [!15, 15] degrees interval.

The azimuth interval [!̄1, !̄2] = [!15, 15] was used
for the second design and the results are shown in Fig.4.
Although both methods achieved the same power level in
[!̄1, !̄2] region, SOCP based method suppressed the pat-
tern in [!#/2, !̄1] + [!̄2,#/2] region more effectively and
achieved a total antenna power of 'w'2 = 16.5 Watts.

For the last experiment, we set the desired azimuth inter-
val to [!̄1, !̄2] = [!25, 25] degrees to generate a very wide
beam pattern. As observed, SOCP based method performed
better for suppressing the pattern in [!#/2, !̄1] + [!̄2,#/2]
region and achieved a total antenna power of 'w'2 = 17.5
Watts.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed two different approaches for gener-
ating wide beam patterns having high power levels. In the first
approach, the problem is modelled as a SOCP where the opti-
mization parameters are the complex antenna weights. In the
other method, only antenna phases are optimized by utilizing
PSO. Although both methods satisfy the high ERP criteria,
SOCP based method performs better in terms of pattern sup-
pression in the undesired azimuth interval. Since it optimizes
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Fig. 5. "̄ = #/2 cut of ERP computed for the beam patterns
generated by SOCP (blue) and PSO based (red) methods for
[!̄1, !̄2, ] = [!25, 25] degrees interval.
the antenna element weights rather than phases, the result-
ing implementation requires inclusion of transducers in the
system hardware. On the other hand, PSO based method op-
timizes only element phases, which makes this method more
practical for system level implementations.
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